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Varonis Launches Certi�ed Administrator Training
and Elite Program to Support Customers Focused on
Data-Centric Cybersecurity

4/24/2019

NEW YORK, April 24, 2019 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Varonis Systems, Inc. (NASDAQ: VRNS), a pioneer in data security

and analytics, launched two new programs to help its customers appreciate the power of Varonis’ solutions and use

the platform to its fullest potential: the Varonis Certi�ed Administrator Training Program and the Varonis Elite

Program.

Varonis Certi�ed Administrator Training is an online, real-time, instructor-led training and certi�cation

program available at no cost to all existing and new Varonis customers. The program is currently available in

English in the Americas and EMEA time zones. 
 

 

Varonis Elite is a global, invitation-only program designed to bring together cybersecurity and Varonis

enthusiasts and recognize those who contribute their knowledge and time to the Varonis Customer

Community. Members meet monthly as a team with product experts on di�erent security topics and are

given the opportunity to contribute their knowledge and experience by speaking, guest blogging and more.

“Our customers understand the importance of putting their data �rst, but shifting priorities, new threats and daily

deadlines can distract from a data-centric focus,” said Michael Plawner, VP of Professional Services and Customer

Success. “We are launching our new Varonis Certi�ed Administrator program to help ensure our customers have

what they need to succeed and position them to realize the full value on their Varonis investment – and that starts

with training.”

Plawner continued, “For our customers and partners who have worked with us for over a year, we’ve kicked o� the
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Elite Community program, where we are bringing together security experts who are interested in learning,

networking and sharing their knowledge. It’s our way of acknowledging Varonis users who are active contributors to

our customer community.”

Learn more

Customers can learn more about Varonis Certi�ed Administrator Training.

Customers who want to learn more and apply for the Varonis Elite program should notify their Varonis

account team.

Additional Resources

Not a Varonis customer? Sign up for a free Data Risk Assessment or request a live demo.

For more information on Varonis' solution portfolio, please visit www.varonis.com.

Visit our blog and join the conversation on Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Podcast and YouTube.

About Varonis

Varonis is a pioneer in data security and analytics, �ghting a di�erent battle than conventional cybersecurity

companies. Varonis focuses on protecting enterprise data on premises and in the cloud: sensitive �les and emails;

con�dential customer, patient and employee data; �nancial records; strategic and product plans; and other

intellectual property. The Varonis Data Security Platform detects insider threats and cyberattacks by analyzing data,

account activity, perimeter telemetry and user behavior; prevents and limits disaster by discovering, classifying and

locking down sensitive, regulated and stale data; and e�ciently sustains a secure state with automation. With a

focus on data security, Varonis serves a variety of use cases including data protection, threat detection and

response, and compliance. Varonis started operations in 2005 and, as of December 31, 2018, had approximately

6,600 customers worldwide — comprised of industry leaders in many sectors including technology, consumer,

retail, �nancial services, healthcare, manufacturing, energy, media, and education. 
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